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Abstract—An efficient architecture for Finite Field
Arithmetic with Montgomery multiplier is presented. Efficient
implementation of Montgomery multiplier in the finite field
arithmetic yields less area, power and delay. The advantage of
ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography), it is more secure for
wireless communication. Implemented with Xilinx ISE 13.2
and simulated with Modelsim.
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I. Introduction
ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography)which is a more secure
public key cryptography, ECC is having the smaller key size
than RSA. For the rapid growth of electronics in nowadays it
needs more secure data transmission. Confidential data
exchange over public computer network needs authentication[i].
Digital signatures and secure channels are meant for valid data
exchange and cryptography gives a solution for this. Modular
multiplication is for polynomial multiplication in finite field
arithmetic. This paper introduces the FPGA implementation of
Montgomery modular multiplication over GF(2^163)[v].
Montgomery multiplier which is used in finite field
arithmetic meant for ECC Processor The modular multiplication
which gives high speed of operation. Finite field is also known
as Galois field, which involves addition, multiplication squaring
and division. The basic operation of an ECC is the point
multiplication and is realised with finite field arithmetic. The
Montgomery modular multiplier and squarer circuit is used to
realize the finite field arithmetic, it shows more efficient for
high speed applications in the ECC implementation.
Multiplication is the more complex and time consuming process
in finite field arithmetic ,with most important one. Montgomery
multiplier replaced with interleaved multiplier for the
conventional ECC[i] gives less power, area and delay. The field
arithmetic for polynomial basis can select the corresponding
irreducible polynomial. The basic conversion is simple if the
adequate selection of polynomial . By the proper polynomial, it
reduces the complexity of modular multiplication. Experimental
results are carried out with Xilinx ISE and Modelsim

Fig.1 Architecture of FFA
Finite Field Arithmetic consists of :a) Addition
b) Multiplication
c) Squarer
d) Inversion/Division
Where a(x) and b(x) are the inputs and the modular output
for the finite field is obtained at the C(x).Here the Galois
field is defined over (2^163)[iv] and is computed for the
adequate multiplier selection. The interleaved multiplier for
the Conventional ECC is replaced with more efficient
Montgomery
multiplier.
For
cryptography
the
implementation of fast multiplier is a must, for high speed
applications like wireless and mobile communication[ii].
a)
Addition
It is defined as a simple modular xor operation
C(x) = A(x) xor B(x) mod f(x)
Where f(x) is the defined polynomial over GF(2^163)
f(x)=
+
+ +1.
b)
Multiplication
For a conventional ECC Processor using an Interleaved
multiplier and is replace with fast multiplier Montgomery
multiplier, which reduces the power, delay and area.[ii]

II. Finite Field Arithmetic (FFA)Architecture.
We can propose the finite field arithmetic as a
specialised ALU which computes the addition, multiplication,
squaring and inversion. The ALU architecture is shown in
Fig.1.The conventional ECC processor having interleaved
multiplication circuit and can be replace with Montgomery
multiplication, which acquires more speed than the
conventional one.
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i)
Interleaved Multiplier
The shift and add method having interleaved reduction step
is involved with a simple algorithm .multiplication of
a(x)and b(x)in G(2^163)
can be computed as:
C(x)=a(x)b(x)mod f(x).
Algorithm-1
for i in 0 . . m-1 loop c(i) :=0;end loop;
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for i in 0 . . m-1 loop
c := m2xvv(m2abv(b(i),a),c);
a := Product _ alpha _ A(a,f);
end loop;

Fig 2.Interleaved multiplier data path
ii) Montgomery Multiplier
Montgomery multiplier extended in finite field
arithmetic for modular multiplication. It calculated
as follows:[iii]
C(x) = a(x)b(x)
(x) mod f(x)
where r(x) is a fixed element and gcd(r(x),f(x))=1.
Algorithm 2
Input :a(x),b(x),f(x)
Output :c(x) = a(x)b(x)
1. c(x) := 0
2. for i = 0 to m-1 do
3. c(x) := c(x) +aib(x)
4. c(x) : = c(x) +c0f(x)
5. c(x) := c(x)/x

mod f(x)
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c) Montgomery Squarer
Squaring can be done by modifying
multiplication algorithm.
Algorithm 3
for i in 0 . . m-1 loop c(i) :=0;
end loop;
for i in 0 . . m-1 loop
c :=m2xvv(c,m2abv(a(i),a));
if c(0) =1 then
c :=m2xvv(c,m2abv(c(0),f));
c :=lshift(c);
c(m-1) :=1;
else;
c := lshift(c);
end if;
end loop;
d) Inversion/Division
Algorithm 4
for i in 0 . . m-1 loop
s(i) := f (i); r(i) := a(i); v(i) := 0;
u(i) :=0; auxm (i) := 0;
end loop;
u(0) := 1; d:=0;
for I in 1 . . 2*m loop
if r(m)=0 then
r := rshiftm(r);
u := rshiftm(u);
d := d +1;
else
if s(m) =1 then
s := m2xvvm (s, r);
y :=m2xvvm(y, u);
end if;
s := rshiftm (s);
if d:=0 then
auxm := s; s := r; r := auxm;
auxm := v; v := u;
u := rshiftm(auxm);
d :=1;
else u := lshiftm(u); d:= d-1;end if;
end if;
end loop;

III. Results and Tables
A. Simulation Results
The simulation analysis of Interleaved multiplier obtained in
Modelsim is shown in fig.4.

Fig 3. Montgomery multiplier datapath
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Fig 4.Generated waveform of interleaved multiplier

Fig 5. Generated waveform of Montgomery multiplier
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Fig 8: Delay obtained for Montgomery multiplier

Fig 6. Power of Interleaved multiplier

B. Synthesis Results
Synthesisation is done in Xilinx ISE 13.2,and results analyzed.
The parameters enhanced with power, area ,delay are given in
the synthesis report.

Fig 7: Delay obtained in Xilinx for interleaved multiplier
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Fig 7. Power of Montgomery multiplier
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IV. Conclusion
Proposed Montgomery multiplier is implemented and
compared the different parameters with the conventional
interleaved multiplier.
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Fig 8.Device Utilization Summary of Interleaved multiplier
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C. Comparison
From the results, Table 1 shows Mongomery multiplier having
less power, area,and delay compared to interleaved multiplier.
Table1.
Comparison of Interleaved multiplier and Montgomery
multiplier
Parameter

Delay (ns)

Power (W)

No.of Slices

Interleaved

8.194

0.448

293

Montgomery

6.818

0.241

288
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